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Hard Disk Manager keeps all backup copies of your OS and system files in virtual disk images with
sector-by-sector recoverability and full data integrity. If you accidentally delete or corrupt important
information you can restore this data without losing your current configuration or settings. Hard Disk
Manager’s applications permit data protection within a defined group of users on your PC, and you
can also mirror the internal structure of your hard drives to a virtual disk image. Hard Disk Manager
free up disk space and make it easy to create images of big virtual hard drives, bootable CD-ROMs,
and system backups. You may not be able to remove logical volume manager that is dedicated to

the storage and management of the partition information associated with your partitions and
volumes. Hard Disk Manager is able to restore your system files with sector-by-sector, byte-by-byte,
and file-by-file restoration. You can also download Aiseesoft Partition Commander Professional from
our site. If you have accidentally deleted, corrupted or formatted a partition and you do not know

what to do, you will be able to recover it with the help of Paragon Hard Disk Manager. An easy to use
user interface and ready-to-use wizards will make your work easier and faster. It has a wide variety
of hard disk management features, backup methods, you can easily manage virtual and physical

disks, including the quick exchange, booting from virtual and physical disks, recovery mode of the
system, and much more. You can easily manage several operating systems on the same computer

using this program.
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Optimize your system prior to running a partition job. Hard Disk Manager can
detect and eliminate unused data, space or programs. Separately, it can

optimize the Windows boot record by automatically adjusting which operating
system is booted and partitioned first. If partitioning is absolutely necessary,
you can immediately run a fast and comprehensive disk cleanup. Deleting

stuff, confidential files and spyware with Hard Disk Manager. Hard Disk
Manager 12’s new features include: an organized file system, Drag and drop

file system protection, and an easy-to-use interface. Hard Disk Manager
backup and recovery functionality will help get you back up and running in an

instant. Hard Disk Manager can successfully recover deleted files from multiple
system platforms, including Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7. If your lost

data has been deleted, it will be available in its entirety. You can back up and
restore selected partition and/or folder data to a different storage device, or

even a CD/DVD disc. Hard Disk Manager enables you to quickly wipe out data
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on a lost hard drive. The storage device does not need to be formatted
beforehand. Just the data files on it are destroyed. Hard Disk Manager provides
data security for both physical and virtual systems. Additionally, data created
in Windows Explorer or saved to a USB flash drive will be successfully wiped

out. This all happens with no delay. Immediate action and automatic recovery
can be also done in less than one second. Hard Disk Manager uses the best

available data wiping technologies to successfully erase data on a hard drive.
But this is not simply random data destruction. Hard Disk Manager destroys

vital information like personal data and confidential documents, and also
auxiliary files and applications. This data wiping technology will save you

money. It will also provide a safe way to dispose of an old hard drive.
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